Katherine 6.1: Boarded and neglected, the Katherine Court Apartments were vacant prior to the rehabilitation.

Katherine 6.2: A major work item in the Katherine Court rehabilitation project was the reconstruction of the building’s missing towers. These features fully recapture the building’s Renaissance Revival appearance.
Katherine 6.3: Repairs to the Katherine Court Apartments such as windows, window trim and wood floors, allowed the apartments to retain their historic character and materials.

Katherine 6.4: Although the apartment configurations were retained, kitchens and bathrooms received major upgrades.
Whitman 6.5: The Whitman Mills (Mill Building Number 1) now serves as Whaler’s Cove, an assisted living facility.

Whitman 6.6: The new entrance lobby and seating area feature large mill windows, exposed historic beams and board ceilings, and compatible new light fixtures.
Whitman 6.7: Unit interiors feature abundant light and high ceilings.

Whitman 6.8: A community seating area exhibits the mill’s historic character in its exposed historic posts and beams, as well as large clerestory windows.